Right and left partial iatrogenic injuries of the biliary tree. Therapeutic options
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ABSTRACT

**Background.** Bile duct injuries (BDI) have a wide array of presentation. Left partial injuries (Strasberg D) of the hepatic duct are the result of excessive traction, which dissects the hepatic hilum and provokes medial perforations without continuity loss. Right partial injuries (Strasberg A, B and C) are produced by direct damage to the hepatic duct or isolated injury to the right and accessory ducts. It is important to determine frequency, spectrum and treatment outcome of this BDI in the surgical scenario. **Methods.** Patients with BDI who underwent surgical treatment in our hospital were reviewed, right and left partial injuries were selected. Demographic, clinical and therapeutic data were analyzed. **Results.** In a 16-year period, 405 patients underwent surgical treatment of BDI. 31 (8%) were classified as a left partial injury (Strasberg D): 23 injuries at the common hepatic duct treated with a Hepatojejunostomy (HJ); four at the confluence level which received a HJ with neoconfluence construction; two partial injuries in the left hepatic duct underwent a selective left HJ; and two complete occlusions of the left hepatic duct, one treated with a partial hepatectomy and the last case underwent a partial HJ. Right partial injuries (Strasberg A, B or C) were identified in 21 cases (5%), their treatment was tailored according to the type of BDI (conservative, selective HJ, or hepatectomy). **Conclusions.** In our series the frequency of left and right partial BDI injuries was 8% and 5%, respectively. The spectrum of analyzed injuries included four subtypes for the left partial and eight for the right partial lesions. Most BDI in the two analyzed groups presented concomitant devascularization of the extra-hepatic ducts, therefore receiving surgical treatment rather than endoscopic treatment was done.
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INTRODUCTION

Iatrogenic bile duct injuries (BDI) may occur after gallbladder, pancreas and gastric surgery; laparoscopic cholecystectomy is responsible for 80 to 85% of them.1-3 Although not statistically significant, BDI during laparoscopic cholecystectomy is twice more frequent compared to injuries during the open procedure (0.3% open vs. 0.6% laparoscopic).4 BDI are a complex health problem, and although they usually occur in healthy young people, the effect on the patient's quality of life and overall survival is substantial.5

Despite their wide range of presentation, most of them fit into one of the existing classifications, however the individual characteristics of each injury, makes them unique. In addition, the acute process associated with the injury at the time of diagnosis and the presence of concomitant hepatic illness are important factors which have a significant impact on the patients outcome. A multidisciplinary approach (endoscopic, radiologic, medical and surgical) is necessary to achieve an adequate workup and optimal treatment.6-8

As we analyze the spectrum of BDI, the different injury mechanisms play an important role in the anatomical structures involved and the final result. Complex BDI (Strasberg E), present a total obstruction, ablation or section of the common bile duct or hepatic duct. Partial injuries of the biliary tree are due to direct trauma (thermal or mechanical) over the main or aberrant bile ducts (BD) producing incomplete injuries while maintaining continuity of the overall structure.

Strasberg et al developed a very complete classification for BDI9 (Figure 1). For the purpose of this manuscript, we will interpret this classification as follows: right partial injuries (RPI) (Strasberg A, B and C), left partial injuries (LPI) (Strasberg D) and complex or circumferential injuries (Strasberg E). Left partial injuries (Strasberg D) occur almost exclusively during laparoscopic cholecystectomies. Excessive traction on Hartmann’s bag and the cystic duct, results in an incomplete lateral injury to a major bile duct. Another mechanism for Strasberg D injuries is extensive thermal cautery exposure. These have considerable variations in therapeutic options depending on their individual characteristics.10

Both partial and complete right injuries (Strasberg A, B and C) occur in the right hepatic duct, aberrant anterior, posterior right hepatic ducts or in an accessory duct. We will further analyze the clinical characteristics of the right partial injury on the major BD, its presentation and therapeutic options.

METHODS

Using our institution’s database, a tertiary level university hospital, a systematic analysis of patient charts with BDI was made. Included charts dated from 1990 to 2006, from the general cohort of patients, those with right or left partial injuries that underwent surgical repair were selected. Patients who received definitive endoscopic treatment were excluded. The general data from the presenting signs, symptoms, diagnostic tools, diverse therapeutic

**Figure 1.** A. Right and left partial bile duct injuries. Right: F 4/21 cases (19%), F1 2/21 cases (9%), F2 1/21 cases (4%), F3 2/21 cases (9%). Left: D1 23/31 cases (74%), D2 4/31 cases (12%), D3 2/31 cases (6%), D4 2/31 cases (6%). B. Right partial bile duct injuries. C 5/21 cases (23%), C1 4/21 cases (19%), B1 1/21 cases (4%), B2 1/21 cases (9%).
options employed were recorded. In addition, cholangitis and surgical or radiological interventions were also included in order to determine long term postoperative outcomes. A favorable outcome was defined as asymptomatic or mild cholangitis with no need of surgical or radiological intervention.

The surgical approach used for patients with a left partial common DBI is similar to the one used in complex DBI. The ischemic compromise and major bile leak, found in left common DBI, impedes adequate primary end-to-end anastomosis. Roux en Y HJ, indicated for all complex DBI, is the only successful repair for left partial common DBI with ischemic compromise.

**Technique**

An exploratory laparotomy through a Kocher incision is performed, adhesions released and pre-existing bile collections are drained. We follow the drainage pathway to rule out adjacent visceral injuries caused by erosion after prolonged use of the drains. If such were the case, they would be repaired at the time of their discovery. Mucous or serous patches may be useful in duodenum erosions. Occasionally intestinal resections may be indicated.

The hepatic hilum is dissected, actively trying to maintain adequate circulation. When the injury site is identified, the biliary ducts are explored with different size dilators to identify the left and right hepatic ducts. Debridement is frequent as the presence of necrotic tissue in the duct is a common finding. Once viable tissue is found, a longitudinal incision through the anterior margin of the left hepatic duct is done. Another incision through the hilar plate facilitates its descent. In 40% of the cases a partial resection on the base of the IV and V segment, increases the surface along the caudal portion of the duct. Partial resection of the IV segment also facilitates placement of the jejunum in the hepatic hilum. A Roux en Y end-to-side HJ is performed. Even if the ducts have a small caliber, the incision along their anterior portion allows an adequate anastomosis. We do not routinely use intra-hepatic T tubes, although it is useful in scenarios where the duct is thin and scarred.

**RESULTS**

**Partial Left common BDI**

Out of the 405 patients with BDI, 31 patients (8%) were classified as Strasberg D (left partial injury of a major bile duct with continuity preservation). In 21 cases, the diagnosis of BDI was made at the time of the injury (index operation), in two cases the injury occurred at our hospital. Ten cases were diagnosed during the postoperative period; clinical presentations consisted of abdominal pain caused by ileum, biloma and/or biliary peritonitis.

The average age of presentation was 38 years, with a range between 19 and 68. Out of the total 31 patients with left partial injuries, 20 were female and 11 male.

Partial left common BDI occurred at four different anatomical levels throughout the extra-hepatic biliary tree. In 23 cases the injury was found along the common hepatic duct, four cases presented injuries at the confluence. Two cases sustained partial injuries in the left hepatic duct. Two more, whose initial clinical manifestation was cholangitis, had a complete left hepatic duct occlusion (Figure 1).

From the 31 left partial common BDI, a diagnostic endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) was performed in 25 cases, which demonstrated a wide ductal leak, which ruled them out for an endoscopic repair. The reminder six cases that had a T-tube at their arrival to our institution underwent a cholangiography, revealing bile leak at the level of the injury.

Fifteen cases of left partial BDI had undergone previous intents to repair the injury through primary closure, using different materials.

Left partial lesions in the common hepatic duct received a high repair through a Roux en "Y" HJ. Injuries at the level of the confluence underwent a Roux en "Y" HJ with neoconfluence formation. The left hepatic duct partial injuries were repaired through a selective HJ to the left bile duct. The two complete left hepatic duct occlusion received different treatment. One underwent a selective HJ to the left hepatic duct. The remaining patient received a partial hepatectomy due to the presence of confluent cholangitic abscesses (Figure 1).

There was no peri-operative mortality with a mean follow-up of 62 months (ranging from 1 to 160). Since 2006, 19 patients (61%) continue follow up at five years, ten cases (31%) at three years and two cases (6%) at one year. One case had postoperative cholangitis (3%), which resolved with antibiotics. Overall morbidity resulted in five cases of wound infection, two post incisional hernias and two seromas. Only two patients (2/31)(6%) who underwent a selective HJ to the left bile duct had recurrent mild cholangitis requiring conservative treatment with no surgical or radiological intervention needed.
There is a correlation between the variations in minor BDI and the proper therapeutic approach. Although there are several BDI classifications, we will refer only to the three most widely used, those developed by Strasberg,9 Stewart-Way11 and Bismuth.12 The latter was suggested in the era before laparoscopic surgery, therefore it only describes complete sections of the extra hepatic bile tree.

Stewart-Way’s classification is based on the type of lesion mechanism and includes a subdivision for hepatic artery lesion in complex bile injuries.13 Strasberg’s classification practically includes all possible conditions deriving from an injury in a laparoscopic cholecystectomy and those with a partial continuity gap in the lateral regions as well as in the aberrant ducts and relatively common anatomical variants.9

Left partial BDI occur almost exclusively after laparoscopic cholecystectomy. Excessive traction on Hartmann’s pouch and the cystic duct (initially facilitates the dissection of the structures in the hepatoduodenal ligament, widening the space between the hepatic artery, biliary tract and portal vein) injures the main BD. After the dissection is done, instruments can be introduced among the structures in the hepatogastric ligament. While dissecting Calot’s triangle, vascular injuries of the biliary tree are most frequently produced (by means of electrocautery or staples). The dissection progresses in a cephalic direction, it is at this point that most BDI occur. During some cases a complete section of the common bile duct (CBD) occurs as the instrumentation continues its path along the posterior wall of the duct. If the biliary tree has a low confluence, when traction is applied, the left bile duct may resemble a vascular structure making it more susceptible to injury. If the left or the common bile ducts were injured, we would be in the presence of a complex circumferential lesion (Strasberg E). On the other hand if the BDI has a partial left common bile duct perforation it will be classified as a (Strasberg D). The same is true for partial right injuries of the common bile duct (Strasberg A, B and C).

BDI should be suspected whenever there is fresh bile oozing, with no bile mud or stones, despite constant suction. Occasionally a primary direct suture on the small lesion is applied, either by a laparoscopic or open technique. In most situations it’s difficult to assess if the primary repair of a partial (right or left) main bile duct injury will be successful and since this events are not always reported it is hard to maintain a proper record of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of lesion</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Surgery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Occlusion (1) External drainage (1) Selective Hepato jejunoanastomosis (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Occlusion (1) External drainage (1) Selective Hepato jejunoanastomosis (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hepatectomy (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Hepatectomy + Stent placement (1) Hepatectomy + Hepato jejunoanastomosis (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Selective Hepato jejunoanastomosis (2) Hepato jejunoanastomosis (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Hepato jejunoanastomosis (1) Hepatojejunoanastomosis + Hepatectomy (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hepatectomy (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Hepatojejunoanastomosis + Hepatectomy (1) Hepato jejunoanastomosis (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCUSSION

Minor bile duct injuries, that preserve continuity (Strasberg A through D), are usually candidates for endoscopic treatment and/or radiologic intervention. Complex lesions with complete section or obstruction of a main duct (Strasberg E) should receive, as a rule, surgical therapy through a Roux en Y anastomosis.
them in order to determine real incidence. In many of the formerly mentioned scenarios a biliary fistula may appear within days from the intervention, this happens as a result of suture dehiscence, product of prior devascularization of the duct at the time of the injury. Devascularization of the biliary tree is responsible for the primary repair (end-to-end anastomosis) malfunction. Partial BDI with vascular compromise can evolve to complete injuries. Clinical manifestations of BDI usually involve a biloma or bile peritoneum.

Strasberg D BDI occur at four different anatomical sites: the CBD, the confluence level, as a partial injury in the left hepatic duct or as a complete lesion in the left hepatic duct (Figure 1).

T-tubes to decrease ductal pressure and prevent leaks through the sutures could further complicate the lesion rather than improve it. Even 8 French tubes are difficult to introduce, longitudinal incisions on the anterior wall of the duct may often compromise duct perfusion. In our experience, patients who underwent placement of a T-tube, rather than experiencing positive results (fistula drainage control) ended up with a complex lesion with continuity loss.14

The Strasberg D variations represent the different injury mechanisms. The site of the lesion has important therapeutically considerations. As a principle, small partial left lesions of the common bile duct could be treated with a simple suture after evaluating circulatory status of the duct, note that small incomplete injuries may often maintain adequate perfusion. Initial management may include an ERCP with sphincterotomy and stent placement. However if extensive dissection occurred, it is far more likely for the duct to be devascularized. In this case regardless of the size of the lesion and its location, a HJ with its previously described variants would be the standard of care. We suggest a high anastomosis as it guaranties a properly vascularized site, with much lower dehiscence incidence.6,15 Injuries located at the confluence, should receive a HJ with neoconfluence formation, rather than an end-to-end anastomosis, to guarantee a healthy tissue anastomosis.16,17

Decisions regarding early versus late repair18 depends on the clinical characteristics of the patient. The best possible time to repair the injury is, during the index surgery. If the surgeon is not qualified to perform such repair surgical drains should be placed while referral to a center with a higher level of care takes place. Duct ligation in an attempt to increase duct pressure and dilate the biliary tree is futile, as it is successful in few cases (less than 10% of our series). Usually duct ligation leads to biliary necrosis with a secondary biliary fistula.18

Sepsis or organ failure must lean the physician to prioritize medical therapy before attempting surgical reconstruction. Percutaneous or sub hepatic drains may be used until the patient overall condition improves. A definitive repair must be done when the patient has no signs of infection or acute organ failure.

Special scenarios are complete left duct occlusions, which have other therapeutic possibilities. If the caliber of the duct is adequate, a HJ is a viable option. On the other hand, if the diameter is insufficient to perform a HJ, a hepatic resection is probably the best choice. In our series, each of the two therapeutic options occurred. One of the patients had proper duct viability hence a HJ was performed. The other patient developed cholangitic abscess, needing a hepatic resection.

The incidence of left partial injuries of the CBD (Strasberg D) corresponds to 8% of the BDI in our cohort. The different Strasberg’s D anatomical variants are: D–1: lateral injury of the common bile duct, D–2: Lateral injury of the confluence, D–3: Partial injury of the left hepatic duct and D4: Complete occlusion of the left hepatic duct.

Left partial injuries of the common hepatic duct, associated with devascularization must receive a HJ, preferably at a high level. Patients with anatomical variants D-3 or D-4 should be considered for a hepatectomy when unable to find viable biliary ducts as well as in the presence of cholangitis abscess. The suggested management for left partial BDI can be found in figure 2.

Right partial hepatic duct injuries (Strasberg А, В and С) or injuries proper to the aberrant ducts are deeply related to anatomical variations. It is not uncommon to find intra or extra hepatic anastomosis of the right posterior and anterior ducts. Other variations seen in our series were intra or extra-hepatic anastomosis between the right and left aberrant ducts or a cystic duct that drains to the right posterior duct rather than the common hepatic duct.

There are different injury mechanisms for right partial BDI. Generally, the right posterior duct is confused with the cystic duct and is fully dissected and severed. In this instance, trans-operative cholangiography will reveal an intact common bile duct and a preserved confluence, showing the presence of a left duct and a right anterior duct. The previously described image may be mistakenly interpreted as a normal intact biliary tree. On a further examination
it will reveal lack of contrast material in the posterior segment of the right lobe.

Complete lesions of the right hepatic duct (Stewart class IV) are fairly uncommon and generally associated with a right hepatic artery injury. The type of injury and clinical presentation depends on the anatomical condition of the stump. Complete occlusion may be present with proximal and/or distal staples, sometimes sutures. Variants of this injury include: a permeable proximal stump with an occluded distal stump, mirror conditions were only the proximal stump is occluded, no occlusions on either stump or both proximal and distal stump occlusion. The most common clinical presentations are biliary leaks, fistulas, bilomas or biliary peritonitis. Proximal occlusions always evolve into segmentary cholangitis. Liver function tests show a significant elevation in alkaline phosphatase as well as liver enzymes (AST and ALT).

Surgical therapy has a different array of options when compared to that of partial left BDI. Strasberg et al described a technique by which the V segment (lateral to the hepatic hilum) is removed, exposing the anterior part of the right duct. A longitudinal incision is made into the duct, to widen the biliary end of the HJ. Some cases require intra-hepatic drains, postponing the repair, thereby allowing the ischemic components of the lesion to become evident in an attempt to avoid ischemic tissue as part of the anastomosis.

In our experience the small accessory ducts result in an intricate treatment, with a HJ success rate of 50%. Because the main duct is preserved and small-thin accessory ducts are present; it is difficult to adequately place the jejunum for the anastomosis.

Endoscopic retrograde cholangiography (ERCP) both diagnostic and therapeutic can be necessary for non-complex lesions (Strasberg A, B and C) for several reasons:

a) It adequately marks the anatomy of the biliary tree,
b) Stent placement may solve the partial injury in the main duct,
c) If the biliary lesion maintains continuity with the rest of the bile tree, placement of a stent will solve the problem (Strasberg A),
d) If no lesion is initially observed a secondary revision with an ERCP may show the absence of a right posterior duct. Transhepatic percutaneous approach through interventional radiology can serve the same purpose.

Depending on the findings of the cholangiography it will become evident if the patient is candidate for a surgical repair (like those in our series). Injuries that do not maintain continuity with the rest of the biliary tree are always candidates for a HJ. Some injuries with occluded right ducts may develop atrophy of the hepatic segment dependant of the injured duct (secondary segmental biliary cirrhosis), ultimately developing a compensatory mechanism with the remaining parenchyma. BDI with poor duct viability (because they are inadequate for anastomosis or because a fistula is present) or segmental refractory cholangitis may need a partial hepatectomy. When the biliary fistula is in the proximal end of the injured biliary tree it may require a hepatectomy and a HJ. A proposed thera-

**Figure 2. Management of left partial bile duct injuries.**
A therapeutic algorithm for this type of lesions is shown in figure 3.

Only 5% of our series are right partial BDI (Strasberg A, B and C). Diagnosis is made by a careful evaluation of the biliary anatomy and a multidisciplinary approach. Although most of them are candidates for endoscopic treatment, those that evolve to complete injuries require surgical treatment. The wide array of therapeutic options includes conservative management, radiologic intervention, endoscopic stent placements and surgical treatment, selective HJ with or without a partial hepatectomy and drain placement.

The right and left partial lesions represent an unfrequent clinical scenario. We do not suggest a subclassification of Strasberg’s D type of injuries but to aware surgeons of the occurrence of these rare lesions and the importance of their timely referral.
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